F150 driver door lock not working

Two problems related to power door locks not working have been reported for the Ford F The
most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of the Ford F based on all problems reported for the F Power door locks
would not open. Had to use key to enter vehicle and then physically pull up door locks to open
doors. Only happened when temp was freezing twice so far when vehicle was parked outside.
Cold morning and the power door locks would not unlock with the remote or the key in the
drivers door, after climbing in the back door to open the front neither the rear door or the front
door would latch when the door was closed. Extremely unsafe, could not drive the truck to work
because the doors would not latch shut. Car Problems. Power Door Locks Not Working problem
1. Power Door Locks Not Working problem 2. Other Electrical System related problems of the
Ford F Electrical System problems Electrical System problems. Wiring problems. Integrated
Trailer Brake Control problems. Horn Assembly problems. Dashboard Failed problems. So
today I noticed that my rear passenger door drivers side would not unlock or lock. All the other
doors unlock and lock with no issues i. Using key fob, manually or the lock and unlock button
on the driver side door. I'm assuming it's an electrical issue. Wondering if anyone else has this
issue and how to fix? KenF answered 4 years ago. If you don't hear the actuator, it's either dead
or the wiring harness came loose. You'll have to remove the door panel to know for sure.
Usually it's a bad actuator, they're straight-forward to replace, but getting your hand into the
tight confines can be tricky. Guru5JDR2 answered 3 years ago. Corbin answered 2 years ago.
Our doors lock unexpected, differences doors, different times. Dealership said cause was dirt
getting in the door wells. We live on a ranch and it's real dusty. For this reason won't be buying
another Ford. GuruXRK2T answered 2 years ago. I have a First only drivers door would open.
Then this evening the driver and passenger door work. Both rear doors nothing. I have never
had this issue in previous winters. I could see the end of your post about what the issue is?
GuruBDFNL my dealer said it's a recall item, something to do with shielding, parts are on back
order. Sorry, I can't offer anymore than that. GuruBZFG5 answered 2 years ago. Having the
same issue. Can't get the passenger rear door to unlock or open. No problem with any of the
other doors. Strangely enough the next afternoon the passenger one started working then the
day after one of the rear doors then hours later the other. No idea the reason. I was reading am
earlier post that said ford told them it was do to the cold. Well I live in northern Canada and
have never had this problem in th past and it's not even that cold here yet. I am definitely
getting a hold of ford for it. Also for the first time ever my windshield washer sprayers won't
work reservoir is full you can here pump running but no fluid coming out. I already checked that
the tips weren't frozen and I use degrees Celcius fluid. Seen this problem on an other post as I
was searching for answers as I have the same problem on my Wiring harness is most like cause
seems to be common occurrence!! Sure enough!!! Easy fix tho!! Fdvr answered 2 years ago.
Brian answered about a year ago. So I found I had the same problem in my on the rear driver
side door. The wire had broken. Since there was not enough wire to use a splice, I stripped a
small section on each side of the wire and soldered them together. Then I wrapped with
electrical tape. The connection is solid and the door lock works again. Ag4zy answered about a
year ago. In the wiring bundle from the door frame to the door. I'll post another picture of the
wiring next. Erik answered about a year ago. I have the exact wiring issue and I went through 3
years of ignoring it before trying a new actuator just to find it was a broken wire and could be
patched easily. Thank you guys! GuruSHY37 answered about a year ago. I have a F the rear
passenger door has locked, the lock knob is up as if unlocked but door will not open, so I am
not sure how to even fix it. Dana answered about a year ago. This will happen as the door is
starting to open, and sometimes when you close the door harshly. Guru15DD9 answered about
a year ago. I soldered it back and it lasted about a year. It just stopped again yesterday. I'll crack
it open this weekend and do it again. There's just too much bending in that joint. Chip answered
about a year ago. Once opened worked like a charm until a few days later did the same thing.
Driver side door started same thing. Got locked out with keys in hand and neither doors would
unlock. Key in door didn't work either nor did the touchpad. Had to get a Slim Jim to open the
passenger door and that was even hard to pull up like it was binding or something. Its 89
degrees here so cold has nothing to do with it. Once open though the keyless entry buttons, the
key pad and the key in the door work great! So it's not every time. Just when it wants to. Any
answers to that problem? Bat answered about a year ago. New question, I replaced both the
actuator and then the wiring harness. Now the actuator buzzes in the door when ever you open
any door and my retractable step will not retract. The door does not lock or unlock? I would
appreciate any help on this issue. Guru1QD6N answered about a year ago. Iv had this same
problem on two ford trucks. When it does this though you can take a pair of pliers and manually
pull the latch up but not with your fingers. Dealership was no help either. Any advice would be
appreciated. I thought the lock actuator was broken and changed it but after wards I found that

it was a broken wire. Auto zone only has the whole wire harness and its quit a bit. GuruKXZZ9
answered about a year ago. I had the same issue in a F Followed all of your leads and checked
the wiring between the door and the frame and sure enough Soldered 2 pigtails to the broken
wires then little bit of solder on the almost broken wires and everything worked. Had to peel the
wire casing back about an inch to find the broken wires as they were not at first easily seen Eric
answered 10 months ago. Had the same problem with my F, found a couple of broken wires,
used aviation type splice, rewrapped harness , works, great. Rubber boot was a little tricky to
reinstall. Fordguy79 answered 6 months ago. Sounds like mine is probably the wire, my
problem is the door is locked shut, any ideas on how to get it unlocked so I can get into the
door panel. Lily answered 6 months ago. I have a F drivers side rear door won't lock or lock
unless done manually.. Calling the dealership tomorrow. GuruG answered 5 months ago. Lester
answered 5 months ago. I got the same issue with my Ford F I've had it in for repair 4 times so
far but every year since I've owned the truck the doors won't unlock as soon as the weather
starts to turn cold. It's happening again right now but Ford won't cover the repair because the
truck is off warranty. If it was properly fixed when it was taken back to the dealer 4 times, I
wouldn't be having this same problem. The service sucks! GuruZ9K answered 4 months ago. I
have found even after installation of a new one from Ford still had the same problem. Now he is
the kicker. If i turned on the child lock door lock actuator and outside door handle works fine.
Turn off the child lock all the same issues come back. Also had to adjust door striker. Waiting
for another lock and actuator from ford. JoshPet answered 3 months ago. I have fird f that
drivers rear door lock quit working. I found that wires were broken. Ordered new wiring harness.
Replaced it and still nothing. Identical situation here Lester. My F driver side door lock pops up
when I unlock using key fob, key, or code, but immediately pops back down. This only happens
when the weather gets cold. Have had same problem since 2nd year of ownership and 5 visits to
Ford while under warranty got no satisfaction. Now warranty is over. Also, window on same
door freezes up in winter. Using key fob, manually or the lock and unlock but My driver side
power door lock is malfunctioning. It works when I press the unlock side, but not when I press
lock. Do i need to replace the actuator or is it less complicated than that? All other door locks
function fine. Did install a new actuator, but did not solve the problem. Next step? I have a F
with standard key locks. I replaced them last year and they were working great but about a week
ago I found I could no longer put the key in the lock. It's like the little door is b Content
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not unlock or lock. All the other doors unlock and lock with no issues i. Using key fob, manually
or the lock and unlock button on the driver side door. I'm assuming it's an electrical issue.
Wondering if anyone else has this issue and how to fix? KenF answered 4 years ago. If you
don't hear the actuator, it's either dead or the wiring harness came loose. You'll have to remove
the door panel to know for sure. Usually it's a bad actuator, they're straight-forward to replace,
but getting your hand into the tight confines can be tricky. Guru5JDR2 answered 3 years ago.
Corbin answered 2 years ago. Our doors lock unexpected, differences doors, different times.
Dealership said cause was dirt getting in the door wells. We live on a ranch and it's real dusty.
For this reason won't be buying another Ford. GuruXRK2T answered 2 years ago. I have a First
only drivers door would open. Then this evening the driver and passenger door work. Both rear
doors nothing. I have never had this issue in previous winters. I could see the end of your post
about what the issue is? GuruBDFNL my dealer said it's a recall item, something to do with
shielding, parts are on back order. Sorry, I can't offer anymore than that. GuruBZFG5 answered
2 years ago. Having the same issue. Can't get the passenger rear door to unlock or open. No
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started working then the day after one of the rear doors then hours later the other. No idea the
reason. I was reading am earlier post that said ford told them it was do to the cold. Well I live in
northern Canada and have never had this problem in th past and it's not even that cold here yet.
I am definitely getting a hold of ford for it. Also for the first time ever my windshield washer
sprayers won't work reservoir is full you can here pump running but no fluid coming out. I
already checked that the tips weren't frozen and I use degrees Celcius fluid. Seen this problem
on an other post as I was searching for answers as I have the same problem on my Wiring
harness is most like cause seems to be common occurrence!! Sure enough!!! Easy fix tho!!
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Cars For Sale. As soon as the temperature become below zero, freezing point, the rear doors
will not unlocked either electronically or manually by pulling directly on the locking button.
Because of the large console in the middle on the front seats and the high rise back portion of
the front seats, it is very difficult to access the rear portion of the truck. This is the third time it
has happened in December Although my local Ford dealer has ordered all the new parts to fix
the problems with these rear doors, it is still annoying. The problem with this issue is that
depending on the manufacturing Ford plant where the truck was manufactured, some plants
have forgot to install the rain guard inside the rear doors. The water if you wash you truck or the
snow that melts down the window will go directly on the mechanism to unlock the door and
freeze the door mechanism. In order to fix the problems on warranty, my dealer has to order
new rain guard, the door locking rod and other parts. It will take at least 8 hours to fix all the
doors. I think that Ford should exercise more quality control at the various plants and even
make a recall for this problem. All the door locks including the tailgate are not unlocking or
locking correctly once the colder weather has arrived. This problem happens and then goes
away. It tends to repeat itself with the colder weather. I e-mailed Ford Canada yesterday and we
will have to wait and see what they say! The dealer informs me this problem has been
happening on the and Ford F trucks so it is nothing new to them. I see this as a Safety issue and
also as a Theft issue. The dealer has suggested spraying lubricant inside the doors by removing
the inside trim and hopefully by doing this removes all moisture. I call this a bandage and not a
solution. The dealer also tells me that there are repair kits for this problem but it might take
months for the dealer to receive these repair kits. I am very disappointed that a truck with km
and only 5 months old is causing grief already. I sure hope things will improve with this truck.
The trucks cost a lot of money and shop time is very expensive so hopefully things will be
repaired correctly while there still is a warranty! Other than this problem we have been happy
with the Ford F I'm glad I leased this truck! The sticker was 52k and for that kinda money I
expected more from Ford. I had a F that the power steering hose went out on, well to this date
the part is still unavailable. So I went with Nissan Titan in and never had a days worth of
problems with the truck. Well, I wanted to get another Titan but they never released the gas
powered till just early So, I liked the looks of the F and went and leased one in March This truck
as been nothing but a pain. Doors not unlocking, radio just playing with a black screen and now
remote start is working 1 out of every 3 tries. So, needless to say, once this lease is up, the
truck will be someone else's problem. Back to Nissan or Toyota in March of Just bought a new
Ford F Sport 4x4 supercrew. Power lock on 1 door doesn't open or close. New, just bought!!!
Also, on center console on top where glasses can be stored, open, but it won't close. Have to
fidget with the cover to close after several times. New, just bought!!!!!!!!!!! Door lock freezing in
cold weather is a common problem with to model fs especially crew cabs. I have tried other
dealers in Ontario and the same story. Woke up 18 degrees Farenheit outside this morning and
press the unlock button on my fob and my drivers side door won't unlock, it does work with the
key though. I will call the dealership about warrantying it later today and let you all know what
they say. F crew cab 4 WD. First problem was that driver side door would not completely close.
Lock would not go up. Had to drive holding onto door handle. Corrrected that time after a few
miles. Happened two more times, reported to dealer but when I took it in everything was
working. Dealer sprayed some lubricant around lock. Few days after it happened again. Was
able to get the door shut but it would not open from inside. Took back to dearler and had to
crawl out over center consel and out passenger side door. Dealer said a "kit" had to be ordered.
Was leaving truck for two weeks while out of town. Called back a week later and was told could
not be fixed until at least sometime in January and that some of the "twenty" parts needed were
not even manufactured yet. Dealer said there was now a service bulletin on this problem as
many were having the same problem. Was planning on taking truck to Florida for three months
leaving end of December. Cannot wait around until "sometime in January. I feel that Champion
Ford in Erie is not responsive to my complaint over a very expensive, brand new truck. Had to
manually pull open other locks, which would still not respond to lock buttons. Truck was
running about 20 minutes and locks still did not respond once I got to work, will try again at
lunch time Update from Jan 6, : After contacting the dealer there is a TSB issued by Ford for
this, inform your dealer and they will fix the locking mechanism in each door panel I don't think
they replace the lock mechanism but put shielding around it to protect it from moisture. I had
mine rig fixed a week or two before Xmas and haven't had a problem with the locks since. Just
noticed while using the remote to unlock the doors of my truck, that the rear doors of my
supercrew no longer work. It was cold this morning, and now I cannot unlock the doors unless I
crawl over the center console and pull up the door lock manually. This is really annoying. Also

as problem for security thinking that the door are locked when they are not. This must also be a
safety concern as my young children ride in the back. My truck only has like km's on it that is
about miles I have only had this truck 2 months. I hope I did not get a lemon Update from Jan
19, : OK, I have been waiting for well over a month for parts to come in. And the problem is
horrible. The back doors sometimes unlock, and sometimes they don't. You don't know when it
will or will not happen. The worst part of this is when the doors are unlocked when you are
driving on the highway and your 4 year old grabs the handle and the door opens!! These doors
are suppose to lock when you hit 20km's. It's a safety feature, and it is defective. I cannot
believe that Ford is being so lax on this. Apparently this issue has been happening since the
model year and Ford is well aware of it. Yet they continue to sell the F crewcabs with this known
problem, but don't tell buyers about it of course and don't fix the problem before then sell them.
They sell the trucks that they are aware has a safty defect and let the buyer find the problem out
for them selves. I know this for certain, as my dealer told me as much. They have a fix that
includes parts that are on back order and have been on back order for months but will they stop
selling the trucks before they get the trucks safety issue fixed? No they won't. Ford is deceiving
buyers. A class action lawsuit is needed against for on this. I have contacted transport canada
about this and they are investigating. But they told me they need as many people as possible to
contact them Transport Canada in order to compel Ford to make this a recall. So, if you have
this door lock problem, contact your dealer, and Transport Canada. This will be my last Ford
purchase Update from Feb 7, : Well waited 2 months for these new parts to come in to fix my
doors. They fixed them yesterday, had my truck all day This morning I go out to the truck after it
has been sitting outside in C weather, and the door locks are not working once again Brought
the truck back to Ford dealership and they are trying to figure out why the "fix" did not work.
Plus since the end of December, by 4x4 is not working right and I am getting "Check 4x4" light
come on my dash Thanks Ford So, this door lock problem is not fixed and still Ford has no
answer Update from Mar 7, : OK, it took the dealership 4 tries over a 2 and a half month period
to fix my door locks. Now they do not freeze up. But now, yesterday, as I was on my way home
from my daughters practice, we hit a pothole in the road, and both doors on the passenger side
of the truck came unlatched and the door ajar lights came on in the truck. It was not that bad of
a bump, but the doors both had to be shut when we got to the next red light. It was spooky, that
my daughters door had become ajar. What if she had of fell out? Luckily, she is always wearing
her seatbelt, but come on This is just ridicules.. If I could turn back time, I would never have
bought this truck If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Ask your Ford dealer. Find
something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page.
Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this F problem yet. Be the first! Find a good
Ford mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service
from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking
for? Search for something else:. Hard to start yesterday,drivers side window,power door locks
wont work,either by buttons on both doors or on key fob. Other windows work! Replaced
Battery checked door lock fuse,still no drivers side window or door locks. I have the same
problem. I have the problem again and so far haven't figured it out. Im having the same problem
on my nissan altima , power windows don't work all doors power locks dont work all doors the
blinkers dont work , hazard lights do work, i re placed the bcm relay and the power locks work
and blinkers not the windows but after a day the relay burns. Show 29 more comments. The
most likely cause of your problem is the master switch in the drivers door. The windows and the
locks are on two separate circuits. The only part that these two have in common is the master
switch. Of course it is also possible that the wiring harness between the driver side door and
cowl is corroded and that some of the pins are to corroded or even broken off and do not make
contact. Also check that you have good and tight positive and negative battery cable
connection to the battery posts. Wiggle the cables a bit. Try wiggling relay 68 it might just not
make good contact or is stuck. Pulling the fuse or breaker cuts the power and resets the circuit.
Good Luck and let us know how it is going. Get the four screws out and slowly ply open the
master switch. Clean the upper circuit board with light acohol wipe. Look for brownish spots.
Drive off and everything will work normal again. Show 5 more comments. I thought that I heard
this hear before but you disconnect the battery terminals and hold them together for 15 or more
minutes then reconnect them. This has worked for me before but again I am having the problem
and it's not working. Need help fixing it. So was replacing 3 of 4 blown out Speakers and left key
on on last one opps dead battery After jump start no Driver window or Pwr locks.. Went on the
old interweb found this page and did the Pwr cable thing for 30min. I have to agree with Bobby
from above. This happened to me, checked all fuses, 8 on my truck, obviously I know its just my
drivers side window and locks, but thought i'd check it anyway. Show 11 more comments.
Duane Jordan. I removed control panel on the drivers door with the switches for locks and

windows. After disconnecting the battery, touching the terminals and checking the fuses with
no luck, I tried this suggestion and it worked! I removed the unit from the door panel and
removed the circuit board from its housing. After about 30 seconds of hair blower heat I heard a
click. I reinstalled and my windows and locks worked once again. My issue started with a dead
battery, so I don't know why this worked, but it did. Thanks Duane for your input! I am actually
blown away by this, I didn't think would work, but brought the whole housing unit inside from
my 06 H3 and used the hair dryer for a few minutes, took it back out and plugged it and it works
again! I recently had the problem with the driver window and power locks not working.
Happened after battery died. Tried everything-unhooked cables for 45 minutes, clicked them
together, replaced battery, checked lock default options, unplugged control unit, checked
connections and wiring. Still nothing. Finally tried taking it apart, making sure the connections
were alright and buttons worked, then heated it with a heat gun for a few minutes. Didn't hear
any popping noises but once I put it back together and back in Didn't expect it to Saves a lot of
money I would have had to pay to get it fixed. After battery went dead on my H3 dash cam
drained it , driver's window and door locks were inop after I re-charged the batt. Checked fuse 8
and relay Both were good. Popped out driver's door switch assembly used thin screw driver on
forward and rear edges-- clips are in those locations. Removed blue and white wire harnesses
and heated switch assembly with a hair dryer for a few minutes. Heard two loud clicks.
Reassembled harnesses, turned key on and all systems were operational. Show 2 more
comments. Press and hold the power door lock button until the DIC display shows the current
door lock mode. To view the next available mode, press and hold the reset stem until the mode
appears. Release the reset stem and press and hold again to view the next mode. Once the
desired mode is shown on the DIC display, briefly press the reset stem to set your choice. The
DIC display then clears. Lock 1 default : On vehicles with an automatic transmission, this mode
locks all of the doors when the vehicle is shifted out of PARK P and unlocks all of the doors
when the vehicle is shifted into PARK P. Lock 3: On vehicles with an automatic transmission,
this mode locks all of the doors when the vehicle is shifted out of PARK P. The doors will not
automatically unlock. While I was working on the truck, I left the radio on and listened to my
favorite music, for about a hour,. After finishing job I was ready to go for a test ride,. The driver
side window was stuck down, and all door locks would not work, all the other windows went up
and down as they should, but still no drivers window, or door locks,! I checked all fuses, even
68 relay but still could not find problem, I drove 18 miles in 30 degree weather at nite, got home
and was very confused with this truck.! The next day I took master control unit out of door
disconnected all wires, cleaned pins etc, and put back together, also I took off positive and
negative battery cables off battery, cleaned them , put them back on and tightened good, Well , I
turned the key and everything worked,??? I went to dealer as this still did not make any sense
to me, he told me that when the battery starts to get low in voltage the computers will sense
some thing wrong and will start shutting down non-essential items in truck, drivers window and
locks first, then other things like turn signals, driving lights, heater motor,!!! Man this truck has
had me pulling my hair out, But still love my H3. My girl friend has a H3 also, now I need to
tackle her problem, no heater motor, no heat or AC. I had this problem on mine so I know what it
is, still a pain, and all computer related. Good luck all and good nite. I know this is about 4 year
later : but I came across this issue today with my H3 and found this thread while searching for
solutions. After trying a few of the solutions mentioned here my Dad and I decided to just take
the door panel off. I pulled the control panel out and put it back together, then with dielectric
grease on the plugs and the fuses were good.? I read all of the other advice and tips around this
issue and had to complete all of the above to resolve my exact same issue after replacing a
dead battery. Problem was finally corrected after a driving around for several errands and
restarting the vehicle about 4 times over a 5 hour period. Did all of the above 3 times on my
Finally I pulled the door switch and took it apart 4 screws cleaned the contacts and re
assembled. Just be careful when taking it apart Now I don't know if it was the cleaning of the
switch or the new battery the old one had good power but was 6 yrs old so I figured what the
heck Either way the only thing I did differently with the battery on my 3rd attempt was to leave it
disconnected longer, appox 45 mins while I ate dinner. When I went back and connected it,
everything worked. Thanks to all the posters for your assistance. Great info and it saved my
cheap! Removed switch from door removed 3 screws on bottom of switch took completely apart
removed plastic pins and cleaned out with can of air and windows works and so does power
locks. Easy fix. I Have had this problem before and if you have any aftermarket remote car start
it scrambles the bcd body control module and whenever you disconnect the battery it will do
this also as it causes the computer to get confused and stuck in between modes eventually the
car will go back to normal its just a matter of time. Thank you for info. Driver power window and
door locks lost signal. Removed Pos and Neg battery connections waited 5 minutes hooked

battery back up problem solved. Harris harrisdale. H3 left a door open over night ran battery
down, boosted and then the problem with the driver door and power locks started. Was told
when battery goes low it sets off the problem just need to reset it by unplugging the battery for
5min. Give it time it does reset! The first fix to try when ever any part of your window and door
control panel or any electrical function for that matter does not work or is not working correctly
is to disconnect the negitive battery cable, that's the non hot side. Leave the hot side
connected. By leaving the negative cable disconnected over night the computers will reset and
solve a lot of electrical issues. If nothing else this give you a potential very easy fix and has
worked for me on many make of cars and trucks. Had the same issue drivers door lock and
power window not working and I read all of the solutions posted. I did get it resolved doing the
following;. Driving the car, stopping and waiting for several minutes and shifting the gear lever
in and out of gear along with a fully carged battery will solve it most of the time. If not, then it
may be the switch indicated in the other postings. Think the combined action of charging the
battery and the driving soved it because all was well about 3 hours after driving around doing
errands. Just happened to me. I took master panel out and unplugged everything and put it
back together. It works fine. My battery was a little low so I think this is wht set it off. I love my
h3 but it sure has some strange design flaws. Barbara Merkel. I had the same problem as listed
above: The driver door window and locks stopped working out of nowhere. I printed the
solutions and gave them to my husband. He found that one battery terminal was slightly loose not much - and there was slight corrosion on the terminal post as well. He disconnected the
battery terminals, cleaned the posts, left them disconnected for about 20 minutes, put them
back on and TA DA Boy, I sure am glad I didn't take this issue to a mechanic; no telling what the
charge would have been. I had this problem on and off for a few months. On the master board
are three relays. I ordered them at mouser. I replaced them and it hasn't happened since. As a
long time master mechanic, I really have to advise against removing the positive cable-always
remove the negative cable from the battery. Hit the same metal removing a negative cable and
nothing will happen. Be careful out there! Joshua Pausha. Try this. There is a grey clip where
the all wires enter your drivers door. Make sure the clip is facing down. My battery went dead
and when it was charged none of the door locks would work in the H3 or even the remote. Also
every window would roll down except for the drivers side. I read that when the battery gets weak
then the computer shuts down nonessential electronics based on importance. Simple fix is to
take the positive lead off your batter for about 30 mins or so and reconnect Taking the battery
lead off resets everything! I did this today and all is well!! Linda Slade merlotelnino. After
reading all the resolutions and ideas, I had my husband print this out and he took apart the
control panel, cleaned it well - did use the blow dryer LOL , and once he put it back together the driver window now works as do the power locks! I'm so happy. Three weeks without all that
was very frustrating to say the least. Thanks to all who took the time to post all the ideas and
problems. Fix Your Stuff. Back Answers Index. View the answer I have this problem too
Subscribed to new answers. Is this a good question? Yes No. Voted Undo. Score Hi my door
lock button does not work at all. The All-New. The high performance electronics repair kit.
Chosen Solution. Was this answer helpful? Does this also apply to a ??? I still love my H3. If
you have tried all the methods here and nothing seem to work just chill. Change your H3 battery
terminals if you still have the factory one. The factory battery terminals don't get good contacts
and get corrode. Remove the master switch from the driver door Side Panel. On low speed.
Assembly everything back together and plug it back into the driver side. Enjoy your H3 Ekow.
Thanks you guys, you all just saved me plus dollars. Most Helpful Answer. This is easy stuff
Forget fuses.. Was your battery Low or dead before this Happen? Here is What you have to do.
Disconnect your battery.. Just the positve cable red Important part Did just like you said and my
locks are working again! I just did this and now everything works. This post should be at the
top. THEN, pulled the Positive cable off battery for 5 minutes Good Luck! Duane Jordan Rep: 85
1 1. Score 7. Thanks Duane Jordan for the good info!! Do not remove the key from the ignition.
The following are the available modes: Lock 1 default : On vehicles with an automatic
transmission, this mode locks all of the doors when the vehicle is shifted out of PARK P and
unlocks all of the doors when the vehicle is shifted into PARK P. Score 5. But what about the
window :-? Well my answer doesn't cover the window, ego, mine is most likely wrong ;-. John
Rep: 25 1. Hi fellow H3 owners, this window problem just happened to me, It all started with
doing a brake job, new calipers, rotors and. I hope this short story will help someone else who
might have same trouble. Score 2. Hi all, I have the fix. Hope this helps anyone who finds this
thread now. Score 1. Ken Rep: 25 1. Andrew Rep: 13 1. Kenny Rep: 13 1. Harris harrisdale Rep:
13 1. John Rep: 13 1. I did get it resolved doing the following
suzuki vinson parts diagram
2006 chrysler crossfire convertible

2005 chevy tahoe mass air flow wiring

; -make sure the battery is fully charged, no corrosion on the battery post or leads -check the
fuse, replace if blown -drive the car for at least an hour with multiple stops turning the car off for
several minutes Driving the car, stopping and waiting for several minutes and shifting the gear
lever in and out of gear along with a fully carged battery will solve it most of the time. Good
luck. Tom Rep: 13 1. Barbara Merkel Rep: 13 1. Thank you for taking time to post your solutions
to these problems; it sure does help!! Cedd4 Rep: 13 1. Joshua Pausha Rep: 1 2 1. It sound like
the motor to the window is dead. Score 0. Why would the motor to the power window stop the
power door locks from working ;-? Hey guys, Try this. Linda Slade merlotelnino Rep: 1. Hi Guys,
i found the switchboard of the fuse is faulty as not function very well I was thinking either ECM
or BCM but it was the fuse board due short in the circuit. Add your answer jim fleming will be
eternally grateful. View Statistics:.

